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HP Slim Rechargeable Pen

Powerful Pen Built for Probook1 
Compatible ony with select education edition HP ProBooks1, 
this sleek pen includes a unique pogo-pin design for fast, any 
direction charging so you can edit, draw, doodle, and take notes 
just like using a traditional pen and paper, but smarter. Plus, 
with its stylish design, you can take it anywhere.
Supercharge Your Charge 
When inspiration strikes, you don’t want to lose it because your pen is out of power. With its 
flexible pogo pin design, simply park the pen in the charger2 for just 20 seconds, even in different 
directions, to get enough power for up to 70 minutes of continuous writing, drawing, and 
creating3.  

Like Pen To Paper, Only Smarter 
Write and draw with ease on the touchscreen with the pen-point accuracy and pressure 
sensitivity. Edit, draw, doodle, and take notes with the natural feel and control of using 
traditional pen and paper, only smarter with HP’s intuitive, fast-charging stylus.

Slim and Elegant 
Many pens and styli are functional, but they often don’t look that great or feel right in your 
hand. Not here. With its sleek design, this stylish pen is easy to store and carry so you can use it 
anywhere.

1. Compatible only with HP Pro x360 Fortis 11 
inch G9 Notebook PC , HP Pro x360 Fortis 11 
inch G10 Notebook PC, and HP Pro x360 435 
13.3 inch G9 Notebook PC. Compatible PC Host 
requires AES protocol support.
2. HP Slim Rechargeable Pen Charger sold 
separately. 
3. The maximum capacity of the battery will 
naturally decrease with time and usage.
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Part number 630W7AA 
Dimensions (HxWxD) 7 x 8 mm (Body), 133.6 mm (Length)

Weight 0.03 ±0.001 lb (13.9 ±.5 g)

Pen protocol AES1.0 Protocol

Pressure level Up to 4096, depends on touch IC´s F/W setting

Color Harbor grey

Charging Pogo pin charging

Package type Padded envelope

System requirements AES protocol supported devices

Compatibility HP Pro x360 Fortis 11 inch G9 Notebook PC , HP Pro x360 Fortis 11 inch G10 Notebook PC, and HP Pro x360 
435 13.3 inch G9 Notebook PC.

What’s in the box HP Slim Rechargeable Pen, (already with pen tip) and one accessary kit (1x spare POM tip and 1x tweezer), 
QSP and Warranty Card.

Country of origin China
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